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Publisher Overview
Publisher Overview
Tutor Publisher provides the method through which you control the release and 
distribution of process documents and courseware.

Using Publisher, you can:

• Publish new or updated documents

• Convert entire directories of Tutor documents to HTML format

• Generate cross-reference reports on the information contained in your documents

• Distribute process documents either electronically or in printed form

• Build student guides from Oracle courseware and procedures 

The Publisher work flow—that is, the context in which Publisher is used—is described 
in the following documents. These documents can be found on the Tutor Startup CD in 
the directory entitled Document Control.

• Publishing Model Documents [PRO1219A]

• Publishing Tutor Documents [INS1064A]

• Building the Tutor Index [INS1062A]

• Updating Tutor Manuals [PRO1257A]

• Building a Student Guide by Job Title [PRO1217A]

• Building a Student Guide by Topic [PRO1218A]

The various configuration options available with Publisher are set during 
implementation and altered on an as-needed basis. Refer to:

• Implementation Guide

• Publisher Options [REF1059A]
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Publishing Documents
In the Tutor environment, publish means to include the document in the Tutor 
repository of documents—that is, to move the approved version of the document into 
the Tutor/Final directory.

1 Open Tutor Publisher.

2 Verify the information on the Configuration Options window.

Publisher uses the information on the Configuration Options window to perform 
many different functions. This information should be verified before you proceed.

– Select Tools/Configuration Options.

– The Company Name field is limited to 66 characters and will appear on the 
cover pages of desk and owner manuals, as well as the header of reports.

– All other directories should be changed only if the entire Tutor directory 
structure is moved. All other fields are limited to 60 characters.

– For more information on the Language field refer to “The Tutor Language 
Tables.”

– Choose the appropriate version of Microsoft Word that will be used with Tutor. 
The following versions of Microsoft Word are supported: Microsoft Word 7 
(also referred to as Microsoft Word 95), Microsoft Word 97 (select “8”), and 
Microsoft Word 2000 (select “9”).

– Choose either the mm/dd/yy or dd/mm/yy date option.
.....................................................................................................................................................
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Publishing Documents
3 Verify the location of the Draft and Final directories.

To publish a document, Publisher copies the.DOC file from its Draft directory to 
its Final directory. The directories used by Publisher are those specified under 
Tools/File Locations. Therefore, these options should be verified before you 
proceed.

You may skip this step if you are sure your file locations are specified correctly.

– Select Tools/File Locations.

– Verify the Draft and Final directories for the document types.

– Click OK.

4 Select File/Publish.

A list of document types appears.

5 Select the type of document that is being published.

You may select only one document type at a time.
.....................................................................................................................................................
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The Draft directory for that document type appears.

6 Select the files to be published. 

You may select more than one file. To select all files, click on one of the files, and 
then click [F4].

7 Click OK.

When you click OK, Publisher copies the .DOC files into the appropriate Final 
directory.

The published document is not automatically deleted from the Draft directory. 

8 Exit Publisher.
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Converting Documents to HTML
Converting Documents to HTML
Publisher provides a utility for converting an entire directory, or directories, of 
published Tutor documents to HTML format. All of the HTML documents created by 
Publisher are stored in your HTML directory, each within its own folder. All of these 
folders must reside in the same HTML directory in order for the links to work 
properly.

The path for the HTML directory is specified under Tools/HTML Options. The 
directory C:\Tutor\HTML is automatically set up by Tutor. If you change the path, 
all existing HTML folders must be moved to the new location.

The HTML Options window gives you options on how the HTML documents are 
displayed.

Hide Bracketed File Names This option creates HTML documents in which the 
actual bracket file name of links does not appear. 

Include HTML Header This option places a custom header at the top of each 
HTML document. This header can be your company logo and can contain hyperlinks 
to other sites. This header can be created in the 
C:\Tutor\Author\HeaderFooter directory in the Header.txt file. It is 
appropriate for a Webmaster to create the contents of this file.
.....................................................................................................................................................
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Include HTML Footer This option places a custom footer at the bottom of each 
HTML document. This footer is usually used to display your company’s copyright 
information.

Display Effective Date This option places the effective date of the procedure at the 
bottom of the HTML document. This effective date can be entered in Author in the 
Document Properties window.

Display Revision Number This option places the revision number of the document 
at the bottom of the HTML document. The revision number can be entered in Author 
in the Document Properties window.

HTML Header Comment This field enables you to enter a comment that appears 
at the top of each printed document. This field is limited to 60 characters.
.....................................................................................................................................................
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Converting Documents to HTML
Converting Documents to HTML (Batch)

Normally, Tutor documents are converted individually to HTML format, as part of the 
publishing process. (Refer to Publishing Tutor Documents [INS1064A].) However, 
there may be times—for example, during implementation or after a mass change—
when converting documents in batches is desirable.

The following steps assume the Tutor documents that you are converting have been 
approved and published.

1 Open Tutor Publisher. 

2 Select Tools/Create Tutor HTML Files (Batch).

Publisher displays a list of Tutor document-type directories.

The directories displayed are the Final directories specified under Tools/File 
Locations.

3 Select one or more directories.

4 Click OK.

Publisher converts all of the files in the selected directories into HTML format and 
places them in your HTML directory. (The path for the HTML directory is specified 
under Tools/HTML Options). 

Note: When moving online documents to a UNIX-based web server, it is necessary to 
maintain the original case (PRO vs. Pro) of the files in order to preserve the HTML 
links. A system administrator can accomplished this by using a utility like 
Hummingbird Exceed which enables you to save a session file with a “Use Original 
Case for Local Drive” designation. An icon can be created from this session file which 
enables the Document Controller to easily transfer online documents to a UNIX server 
while maintaining the case of the original documents.
.....................................................................................................................................................
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Maintaining the Tutor Index
In order to generate manuals and cross-reference reports, Publisher requires an index 
containing key information from the Tutor documents. This index is created during the 
initial implementation of the Tutor product and is subsequently updated each time a 
Tutor document is published. 

Manuals and reports reflect the information contained in the index, not the information 
contained in the Tutor documents repository. In other words, if you publish three new 
documents, Publisher will not include these documents in any manuals or reports 
unless the index is updated.

Determining Which Documents to Include

The Tutor index will reflect comprehensive, accurate information if, and only if, all 
published documents (procedures, navigation instructions, education overviews, and 
so on) are included. Nevertheless, Publisher gives you the option of limiting your 
index to certain document types. This may be useful for testing purposes or when you 
have determined that a partial index meets your objectives.

If you intend to build desk manuals, the index must at least include procedures, 
navigation instructions, instructions, forms, coding conventions, and reference 
documents.

If Course Developers intend to create curriculum documents by job title, the index 
must at least include education overviews.

If Course Developers intend to build student guides, the index must at least include 
education overviews and curriculum documents.

Tip to Improve Tutor Processing Performance

If you keep your Tutor documents on a network, and you are experiencing long 
processing times for the Index Build, Update Distribution, and Create Tutor HTML 
Files (Batch) features, you may want to copy all the Tutor documents to a local drive 
before you select these features in Publisher. Once you are finished with these 
features, you can then copy the files back to the network.
.....................................................................................................................................................
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Maintaining the Tutor Index
Verifying Disk Space

Each time you build the index, it is a good idea to first verify that you have sufficient 
space to accommodate the build. The Tutor index build requirement is:

available disk space > sum of file sizes (of documents on that drive) × 3

For example, if the Tutor documents on drive C total 400 MB, you may need 1.2 GB 
of available disk space on drive C.

To identify the drives on which your Tutor documents reside:

1 Open Publisher.

2 Select Tools/File Locations.

The File Locations screen lists all of the document types and the drives on which they 
reside.

If you determine that a drive has insufficient space for the index build, you will need to 
move documents to a drive that has sufficient space. The directory structure on the 
new drive must match the Tutor standard (with separate Draft and Final directories). 
Moreover, all documents within a document type must reside on the same drive, so you 
must move all documents within a document type. Once you have moved the 
documents, you must then update your File Locations screen to reflect the new 
locations.
.....................................................................................................................................................
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For example, suppose you want to move coding conventions and education overviews 
from drive C to drive E. You will need to:

1 Create the appropriate directory structure on drive E.

Tutor
Draft

Code
Educ

Final
Code
Educ

2 Move all EDU.DOC and CODE.DOC files from drive C to drive E.

3 Update the File Locations screen to reflect drive E for the EDU and CODE 
directories.
.....................................................................................................................................................
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Maintaining the Tutor Index
Updating Distribution Sections

Publisher includes a utility for repopulating distribution lists in procedures, navigation 
instructions, and education overviews. This utility allows you to synchronize the 
distribution lists in these documents.

You should run this utility after documents have been published and before you build 
an index if the newly published documents include:

• A procedure in which references to navigation instructions were added or changed

• A procedure in which the actor associated with a navigation instruction was 
changed

• An education overview in which references to navigation instructions were added 
or changed

To run the utility:

1 Open Tutor Publisher.

2 Select Curriculum.

3 Select Update Document Distribution (PRO, NAV, EDU).

Publisher opens Microsoft Word and then prompts for file locations.

4 Enter the path for each Final directory.

You will need to enter the path for education overviews, procedures, and 
navigation instructions.

5 Choose the appropriate language from the drop-down menu.

6 Click OK.
.....................................................................................................................................................
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The utility performs the following updates:

1 Each procedure’s distribution list is updated to include every actor listed in that 
procedure.

2 When a reference to a navigation instruction is located in a procedure, Publisher 
notes the actor associated with that reference-that is, the actor corresponding to 
that task. Then Publisher updates the navigation instruction to include that actor in 
its distribution list. At this point, Publisher has established a link among procedure, 
job title, and navigation instruction.

3 Publisher searches all education overviews for references to navigation 
instructions. Whenever Publisher locates a navigation instruction that is linked to a 
procedure, it updates the distribution list in the education overview to include the 
job title that is linked to those documents.

Publisher displays a message when it is done processing.

In summary, the distribution lists are updated in procedures, navigation instructions, 
and education overviews. Job titles added by Publisher are designated with an asterisk 
(*). This utility does not duplicate job titles nor does it strip out discretionary job 
titles—that is, non-actor job titles added by the document owner.
.....................................................................................................................................................
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Maintaining the Tutor Index
Reporting

As part of the update process, this utility produces four reports:

To view these reports:

1 Select Reports.

2 Select View.

3 Select the file name of the report.

Publisher opens Word and then the report.

You may print the report at this point if you wish.

4 Exit Word when you are through viewing reports.

NATBL Shows the required job titles for each navigation instruction, plus the 
procedure in which the requirement originated

Whenever a procedure task references a navigation instruction, the job title 
associated with that task should be included in the distribution list of the 
navigation instruction.

ENTBL Shows every navigation instruction referenced by an education overview

Although this report does not report job title requirements as such, it can be 
used to identify navigation instructions that are not linked to a procedure 
actor.

EATBL Shows the job titles that are required in each education overview

Where ENJPTBL shows the source of each requirement—the corresponding 
navigation instruction and procedure—this report shows only the job title.

ENJPTBL Shows the job titles that are required in each education overview, based on 
the navigation instructions it references (The job title associated with a 
navigation instruction is determined by its corresponding procedure task, as 
reported in NATBL.)

This report lists the education overview and the required job title, plus the 
navigation instruction and the procedure in which that requirement is 
established.
.....................................................................................................................................................
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Building the Tutor Index

When you select the option to create the index, Publisher goes to the final file location 
that you specify and identifies each document by document type. Publisher then looks 
for any changes that have been made to the documents since the last index build and 
creates a new or revised .RTF (Rich Text Format) file for each document. These 
.RTF files are then parsed into a central location and used to create reports and to 
build desk manuals, owner manuals, and student guides.

For information on how key elements are identified, refer to “Publisher Reports.”

Each time you create the Tutor index, the previous index is overwritten.

1 Open Tutor Publisher.

2 Select Index.

3 Select Rebuild Master Index.

A list of document types appears.

Note that a location (path) for each document type is displayed. Publisher 
determines these paths based on the Final directories specified under Tools/File 
Locations.

A check mark indicates the document types selected in the previous index build.

4 Select the document types to be included in the index.

Within a selected document type, Publisher will include all .DOC files that reside 
in the directory indicated. 

Note: All file names in the final directory must be eight characters or fewer and 
contain no blank spaces at the end of the file name. 

Warning: Index builds are not cumulative. The existing Tutor index will be erased 
and replaced with this new index, even if you select different document types for 
this build. 
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Maintaining the Tutor Index
5 Click OK.

When the index is complete, Publisher gives you the option of creating reports. 

6 Click Yes to create reports.

You may create reports in conjunction with the index build, or you may postpone 
the creation of reports until later. 

Publisher displays a list of reports from which to choose.

7 Select the reports that you wish to create.

A check mark indicates each report generated from the previous index.

8 Click OK.

Publisher creates reports, or updates existing reports, based on the current index 
information and saves them to the Report directory.

The location of the Report directory is specified under Tools/Configuration 
Options.
.....................................................................................................................................................
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If You Need to Stop an Index Build

To stop the index build, press [Ctrl]+[Break]. This will stop the build, and you will be 
given the option to rebuild the index or exit Publisher. If you choose to exit Publisher, 
the next time you open Publisher, you will need to rebuild the index before proceeding 
with the creation of reports or manuals.

If Publisher Encounters Errors

As Publisher analyzes your document files during the index build, it tracks errors that 
it encounters and reports these as error messages. The error messages appear on screen 
in a message box.

Refer to “Error Messages.”

Maintaining Directories

When Publisher builds the index, it creates .RTF files and .WMF files, placing these 
files in your document directories. These files should not be deleted.

You may delete back-up files (file extension.BAK), temp files (file extension .TMP), 
and files beginning with a tilde (~).
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Publisher Reports
Publisher Reports
Publisher includes eight reports that allow you to analyze information contained in 
your documents. These reports are used to verify consistency throughout documents, 
to consolidate critical information (such as policies), and to identify errors.

If you are using the reports as an editing tool only—that is, none of the reports are 
being distributed as part of the standard documentation—you may choose to evaluate 
the reports on a routine basis, such as once a month, rather than each time the index is 
updated. If the reports are being distributed for management use, however, they should 
be reviewed and printed each time an index is created.

The Publisher reports are:

The following section provides an in-depth description of each of these reports, 
including:

• The key elements in documents that are identified, consolidated, and reported by 
Publisher

• A description of each report, including how they are used and by whom

• A sample of each report type

Purpose Report Title File Name
Oracle Applications Use Actor to Oracle Application Screen ACT2SCRN

Error Checking Discrepant Document References DISCDOC

Document Tracking Documents Master List DOCLIST

Document Tracking Job Title to Documents JT2DOC

Consolidation Job Title to Responsibility Statement JT2RESP

Oracle Application Use Oracle Application Screen to Actor SCRN2ACT

Oracle Application Use Oracle Application Screen to Document SCRN2DOC 
Consolidation Policy to Procedure POL2PROC
.....................................................................................................................................................
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Key Elements

Each Publisher report reflects critical information, or key elements, that have been 
gathered from Tutor documents and compiled into the index. The ways in which these 
key elements are identified by Publisher are described below.

Key Element Identification 
Actor In procedures, any text formatted in the Actor paragraph style

In navigation instructions, any job title listed under 
Distribution

Document reference

(for example, a reference 
to another document)

Any text that appears in italics and includes bracketed text

Publisher assumes the bracketed text is the file name. For 
example: 

Adding a Process Document [PRO1215A]
Document distribution All job titles listed in the distribution section

The entire string of text in each paragraph is identified as a 
unique job title.

Policy A paragraph formatted in Body Text style appearing in the 
Policy section of a procedure

Each Body Text style paragraph is identified as a separate 
policy; paragraphs formatted in List Bullet or List Number 
style are linked to the preceding Body Text style paragraph.

Policy Subject The string of bold text within a policy statement

A policy statement can have only one subject.
Responsibility A paragraph formatted in Body Text style appearing in the 

Responsibility section of a procedure

Each Body Text style paragraph is identified as a separate 
responsibility statement; paragraphs formatted in List Bullet 
style are linked to the preceding Body Text style paragraph.

The job title associated with a responsibility statement is the 
string of text appearing between the word The and the phrase 
is responsible for.
.....................................................................................................................................................
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Publisher Reports
Actor to Oracle Application Screen

File name: ACR2SCRN

This report lists each actor who performs a procedure task involving application 
software. The report specifies the actor (by job title), the name of the application or 
module, and the specific screen name or file name used by that actor, and the 
procedure or navigation instruction in which that reference appears. 

Job titles are listed alphabetically.

If there are multiple references to an application or screen name (for a particular job 
title), those references are consolidated.

Publisher identifies an application screen by locating a Box Text style paragraph. The 
first line in the box is recognized as the application or module name; the last line is 
recognized as the screen name or file name. When Publisher locates an application 
reference, it then identifies the corresponding actor in one of two ways:

1 For procedures, Publisher locates the actor associated with the task in which the 
screen appears. Specifically, Publisher searches for the first preceding job title 
formatted in the Actor style.

2 For navigation instructions, Publisher picks up all of the job titles in the 
Distribution list.

When Used

This report is used by the Director of Information Services and by department 
managers to evaluate system authorization and privileges by user (job title). This 
report is especially useful when staffing changes occur.

This report may also be used by Course Developers to determine training requirements 
for specific job titles.
.....................................................................................................................................................
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Sample Actor to Oracle Application Screen

Accounts Payable Clerk

Oracle Payables Invoices (PRO1013Z)

Oracle Payables Submit Requests (PRO1005Z)

Buyer

Oracle Purchasing Approve Document (PRO1182Z)

Oracle Purchasing AutoCreate Documents (NAV0158Z)

Oracle Purchasing Document Types (NAV0134Z)

Oracle Purchasing Find Items (NAV0114Z, PRO1182Z)

Purchasing Manager

Oracle Inventory Categories (NAV0115Z)

Oracle Inventory Category Set (NAV0116Z)

Oracle Purchasing Acceptances (NAV0162Z)
.....................................................................................................................................................
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Publisher Reports
Discrepant Document References

File name: DISCDOC

This report lists every Tutor document that is referenced by other Tutor documents, 
indicating references that are discrepant or out of synchronization with the index.

For example, if PRO1121Z references PRO1123Z but PRO1123Z is not located in 
the index, this report will list the reference as UNKNOWN.

This report lists documents alphabetically by file name. Each entry indicates the 
document that is referenced, followed by the documents in which those references 
appear. For example, in the following entry, both PRO1005Z and PRO1013Z refer to 
FOR0026Z.

Publisher identifies references to other documents by searching for italicized text. If 
the text includes a bracketed file name, Publisher identifies it as a reference to a Tutor 
document. These references may occur anywhere within a document.

If a referenced document is not part of the index, the entry will appear with the word 
UNKNOWN in place of the document title.

When Used

This report should be reviewed after each complete index build to identify potential 
problems in your documents. A reported discrepancy means one of three things:

1 The references themselves are incorrect—perhaps the result of a typographical 
error. 

2 The document was deleted from the Tutor repository, but other documents still 
reference it. 

3 The document exists but was not included in the index, which means the index in 
incomplete. Sometimes this is intentional, but sometimes a file is excluded without 
the Document Controller’s knowledge. 

FOR0026Z mm/dd/yy Accounts Payable Referral
PRO1005Z

PRO1013Z
.....................................................................................................................................................
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Sample Discrepant Document Reference Report

FOR0026Z mm/dd/yy Accounts Payable Referral

• PRO1005Z

• PRO1013Z

FOR0030Z 99/99/99 UNKNOWN

• PRO1191Z

• PRO1196Z

• PRO1202Z

PRO1182Z mm/dd/yy Recording a Purchase Order

• EDU1013Z

• NAV0114Z

• NAV0137Z

• NAV0142Z

• NAV0150Z

• NAV0152Z
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Publisher Reports
Documents Master List

File name: DOCLIST

This report lists all of the documents in your index. Information includes file name, 
document title, and effective date.

Documents are listed alphabetically by file name.

Publisher identifies file name, document title, and effective date by reading the 
Document Properties maintained by Author. 

When Used

This report serves as the master list of all documents maintained in your Tutor system. 
It is used by Publisher primarily to track all active documents. It may also be used to:

• Determine the correct title and file name for a document

• Confirm the uniqueness of new document titles

• Locate the last file name assigned within a document type
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Sample Documents Master List

COD0007Z mm/dd/yy Buyer Code

COD0039Z mm/dd/yy Purchase Order Number

COD0019Z mm/dd/yy Consultant Curriculum

EDU0103Z mm/dd/yy Managing Requisitions

EDU0105Z mm/dd/yy Creating Purchase Orders

EDU0106Z mm/dd/yy Maintaining Purchase Orders

FOR0026Z mm/dd/yy Accounts Payable Referral

FOR0112Z mm/dd/yy Employee Expense Report

INS1005Z mm/dd/yy Inventory Transactions

LAB0103Z mm/dd/yy Managing Requisitions
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Publisher Reports
Job Title to Documents

File name: JT2DOC

This report lists every job title in the index and the documents associated with that job 
title.

The report lists job titles alphabetically. For each job title, documents are listed by file 
name in the following sequence: procedures, navigation instructions, instructions, 
coding conventions, forms, reference documents, education overviews, and labs.

Publisher associates job titles with documents by reading all of the actors in procedure 
and instructions task segments. 

When Used

This report may be used by a department manager or a Course Developer to determine 
the documents associated with a particular job title. It may also be used by Publisher to 
determine the total number of current desk manuals and to evaluate the size and scope 
of each. (A desk manual, however, does not include EDUs and LABs.) In a networked 
environment, this report may be copied to the public directory as a “road map” to all 
current documents.
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Sample Job Title Documents Report

Accounts Payable Supervisor

PRO1013Z mm/dd/yy Accounts Payable Referrals

PRO1005Z mm/dd/yy Adding Suppliers

PRO1006Z mm/dd/yy Changing Supplier Data

FOR0690Z mm/dd/yy Check Request

FOR0691Z mm/dd/yy Supplier Maintenance

REF0892Z mm/dd/yy Payment Request Distribution Table

Buyer

PRO1005Z mm/dd/yy Adding Suppliers

PRO1182Z mm/dd/yy Recording a Purchase Order

NAV0152Z mm/dd/yy Create Purchase Agreements

NAV0155Z mm/dd/yy Create Purchase Agreements: Contract

COD0039Z mm/dd/yy Purchase Order Number
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Job Title to Responsibility Statement

File Name: JT2RESP

This report consolidates by job title all of the responsibility statements in the Tutor 
procedures. 

Job titles are listed alphabetically. For each job title, all associated responsibilities are 
listed, along with the procedures in which the responsibility is covered.

Publisher distinguishes unique responsibility statements by:

1 Locating the Responsibility section

2 Locating each unique paragraph formatted in Body Text style

3 Identifying the job title in each Body Text paragraph

The job title is the string of text between the word The and the phrase is 
responsible for.

4 Linking all List Bullet paragraphs to the preceding Body Text paragraph 

When Used

Primarily, this report is used by department managers to evaluate the duties associated 
with specific job titles. It may also be used as the basis for comprehensive job 
descriptions.

This report may also be used by the Document Controller to verify consistent wording 
in responsibility statements.
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Sample Job Title to Responsibility Statement

Buyer

The Buyer is responsible for: (PRO1182Z)

• Updating purchase orders generated for production materials and services in MRP

• Generating, printing, and mailing purchase orders for unplanned production 
material

• Generating, printing, and mailing purchase orders for nonproduction material and 
services

The Buyer is responsible for: (PRO1202Z)

• Obtaining the supplier’s authorization to return purchased material

• Reporting purchased material discrepancies to suppliers

• Generating and maintaining purchase orders for outside processing rework 
suppliers

The Buyer is responsible for resolving receiving referrals for all purchased material. 
(PRO1139Z)

The Buyer is responsible for notifying suppliers when discrepant purchased material is 
being returned. (PRO1191Z)
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Oracle Application Screen to Actor

File name: SCRN2ACT

This report lists every application screen referenced in the Tutor documents and the 
actors associated with each reference.

Each entry in the report cites a unique screen name within an application. For 
example, a screen name shared by multiple applications will appear multiple times. 
The application name is reported in the left-hand column and the screen name is 
reported in the right-hand column. For each entry, the job titles associated with that 
screen are listed.

Applications modules are listed alphabetically. Within an application, screen names 
are listed alphabetically. Job titles are also listed alphabetically.

Publisher identifies an application screen by locating a Box Text style paragraph. The 
first line in the box is recognized as the application name; the last line is recognized as 
the screen name. When Publisher locates an application reference, it then identifies the 
corresponding actor in one of two ways:

1 In procedures, Publisher locates the actor associated with the task in which the 
screen appears. Specifically, Publisher searches for the preceding Actor style 
paragraph.

2 In navigation instructions, Publisher picks up all of the job titles in the Distribution 
list.

The document (file name) in which each job title is identified is included in this report.

When Used

This report is used by the Director of Information Services to evaluate system use, 
specifically the number of job titles having access to a particular system function.

This report may also be used by Course Developers who are building classes around a 
specific Oracle functionality. (For example, this report provides a list of potential 
attendees.)
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Sample Application Screen to Actor Report

Oracle Purchasing Control Document

Purchasing Manager (NAV0136Z)

Oracle Purchasing Copy Document

Purchasing Manger (NAV0127Z)

Oracle Purchasing Currency

Purchasing Manger (NAV0147Z)

Oracle Purchasing Distributions

Buyer (NAV0150)

Purchasing Manager (NAV0131Z, NAV0149Z, NAV0150Z)

Oracle Purchasing Document Types

Buyer (NAV0134Z)

Customer Service Representative (NAV0134Z)

Employee (NAV0134Z)
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Oracle Application Screen to Document

File name: SCRN2DOC

This report lists all of the application screens referenced in the Tutor documents.

Each entry in the report cites a unique screen name within an application. For 
example, a screen name shared by multiple modules will appear multiple times. The 
application name is reported in the left-hand column and the screen name is reported 
in the right-hand column. For each entry, the documents containing the application 
screen is included.

Applications are listed alphabetically. Within an application, screen names are listed 
alphabetically. 

Publisher identifies an application screen by locating a Box Text style paragraph. The 
first line in the box is recognized as the application. The last line is recognized as the 
screen name. 

When Used

This report is used by the Director of Information Services to evaluate system use. 
Specifically, it indicates which documents are potentially affected by a system 
enhancement.

This report may also be used by the Document Controller to verify the consistency of 
system references.
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Sample Oracle Application Screen to Document Report

Oracle Inventory Organization Assignment (NAV0111Z)

Oracle Inventory Reorder Point Planning (PRO1189Z)

Oracle Payables Invoice Holds (PRO1013Z)

Oracle Planning Plan Options (PROI1154Z)

Oracle Purchasing Approve Document (NAV0139Z, PRO1182Z)

Oracle Purchasing Assign Requisition Lines (NAVZ0135)

Oracle Purchasing Buyer Workload (NAVZ0135)
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Policy to Procedure

File name: POL2PROC

This report lists all of the policies contained in your procedures.

Policies are consolidated and listed alphabetically by subject. The procedure in which 
the policy appears is also included.

Publisher identifies each policy and its subject by: 

1 Locating the Policy section in a procedure

2 Locating each paragraph that is formatted in Body Text style

Each Body Text style paragraph is identified as a separate policy.

3 Identifying the boldface text as the subject

4 Linking any List Bullet paragraphs with the preceding Body Text paragraph

When Used

This report is used by department managers and the executive staff to edit and revise 
policies and to determine which procedures are affected by a change in policy.

This report may also used by the Document Controller to ensure consistent wording of 
policies.

This report may be used as the basis for a corporate policy manual.
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Sample Policy to Procedure Report

Supplier
All suppliers supplying material or services affecting product quality are selected 
on the basis of their ability to meet supplier requirements, including quality 
requirements. (PRO1180Z, PRO1181Z)

Record-a-Call is used to document each supplier contact. (PRO1185Z)

All suppliers supplying material or services affecting product quality are selected 
on the basis of their ability to meet company requirements, including quality 
requirements. (PRO1185Z)

An authorized supplier is authorized as a source for supplier items affecting 
product quality. (PRO1181Z, PRO1182Z)

Supplier information
Supplier information in the database (PRO1005Z)

– Is maintained for only 12 months beyond the date of the supplier’s last activity 
with the company

– Is exclusively maintained by a designated Accounts Payable Clerk who cannot 
process vouchers or issue supplier payments
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Reporting Options

Publisher provides three report options: create and save, view, and print.

The first option allows you to update any or all reports based on current index 
information. This option is critical if you do not create reports in conjunction with 
your index build.

Once a report is created, it may be viewed on screen or printed. 

The following section describes how to use each of these options.
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To Create Reports

1 From the Publisher main menu, select Reports.

2 Select Create and Save.

Publisher displays a menu of report titles.

3 Select the reports that you wish to create.

The default selections indicate the reports that were generated previously.

Publisher creates reports, or updates existing reports, based on the current index 
information and saves them to the Report directory.

The location of the Report directory is specified under Tools/Configuration 
Options.

4 Click OK.
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To View Reports

1 Open Tutor Publisher.

2 Select Reports/View.

The Reports directory is displayed.

3 Select the report you wish to view.

4 Click OK.

Publisher opens Word and then the .DOC file containing the report.

Although Publisher will allow you to edit a report, it is recommended that you 
avoid such a practice, because the reports are a direct reflection of the information 
contained in your index. To implement a change in a report, you should edit the 
corresponding document files and then rebuild the index.

5 If you wish to print the report, select File/Print.

6 If you wish to view another report, select File/Open.

Select the report you wish to view.

7 To return to Publisher, select File/Exit.

You should always exit Word when returning to Publisher.
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To Print Reports

1 Open Tutor Publisher.

2 Select Reports/Print.

The Reports directory is displayed.

3 Select the reports that you wish to print.

To select multiple reports, hold down the [Ctrl] key while clicking on the report 
titles.

To select all reports, click one file name and then press [F4].

If you have selected multiple reports and you have your Word/Save options set to 
prompt for document properties, Word will prompt for document information for 
each report that you have selected. You may want to deactivate this option, which 
is located under Tools/Options/Save in Word.

4 Click OK.

Publisher opens Word, the report file, and then prints the report.

If multiple reports are selected, Publisher opens each file and prints it.

5 To return to Publisher, select File/Exit.
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Generating Manuals
Once you have published documents and created the Tutor index, the next step is to 
generate manuals. A manual is a compilation of documents based on specific 
parameters. Publisher provides three basic types of manuals:

• Desk manuals

• Owner manuals

• Student guides

A desk manual is a compilation of process documents by job title—for example, all 
process documents required by the Stockroom Clerk to perform his or her job.

An owner manual is a compilation of all documents owned by a particular job title—
for example, all documents for which the Director of Materials is responsible.

A student guide is a compilation of all training documents for a specific Oracle 
application training class. Student guides are created at the request of Course 
Developers.

Desk Manuals

The desk manual is the method by which process documents are distributed to the 
individual employee—the end user. 

Publisher determines which process documents to include in a desk manual by 
analyzing each document’s distribution list. The Stockroom Clerk’s desk manual, for 
example, includes only those process documents that list Stockroom Clerk under 
Distribution.

A desk manual includes process documents only: procedures, navigation instructions, 
instructions, form abstracts, coding conventions, and reference documents. Education 
overviews, curriculum documents, and labs are not included.

You also have the option of creating a desk manual index. This file lists all of the job 
roles. You can click on a specific job role to link directly to the desk manual table of 
contents. A user who opens the online desk manual jumps from the table of contents to 
any of the documents that it references.

Desk manuals may be distributed in printed form or they may be distributed 
electronically.

Owner Manuals

The owner manual is a reference manual, used to identify all documents for which an 
individual is responsible. Owner manuals include all document types.

Owner manuals may be distributed in printed form.
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Student Guides

A student guide is a customized manual comprising all training documents that a 
Course Developer deems appropriate for a specific Oracle application training class. 
Student guides may be based on topic or job title. For example, a student guide may be 
created for Requisitioning or for Buyer. 

Student guides include education overviews, navigation instructions, labs, and 
procedure flowcharts. The actual composition of a student guide is determined by the 
Course Developer at the time the manual is created.

Student guides are created and stored electronically, but they are usually distributed in 
printed form.
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Creating Desk Manuals

Publisher provides two options when creating a desk manual:

• Printed desk manual

• Online desk manual

A printed desk manual contains a cover page, a table of contents, and process 
documents in the following sequence:

• Procedures

• Navigation instructions

• Instructions

• Business form abstracts

• Coding conventions

• Reference documents

Each process document appears as is, with no changes made to the footer. In other 
words, each document’s name and pagination are maintained.

The cover page shows the title of the manual—for example, Stockroom Clerk Desk 
Manual—plus the company name. (The company name is picked up from the 
Tools/Configuration Options screen.)

A printed desk manual is not saved as a discrete document file. However, Publisher 
provides an option for saving the desk manual table of contents as a discrete file.

With an online desk manual, it is assumed that all individual documents are available 
for electronic viewing, so the “desk manual” comprises a hyperlinked table of contents 
only, which points the user to the appropriate document files.

Both the printed and online desk manuals rely on the documents’ distribution lists to 
determine the composition of each manual. 
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Creating a Printed Desk Manual

1 Open Tutor Publisher.

2 Select single-sided or double-sided printing.

In Tutor documents, the left margin is wider than the right. If you are using double-
sided printing, the margins on even-numbered pages need to be “flipped” so that 
they mirror the odd-numbered pages. 

– Select Tools/Configuration Options.

– Select (or clear) the option for double-sided printing, as appropriate.

– Click OK.

The option for double-sided printing does not affect the source document; it only 
affects the format of the printed document. If you would like the printed document 
to actually print double-sided as opposed to printing a one-sided master, your 
printer must allow double-sided printing, and you must set the option to print 
double-sided in the printer option BEFORE you print any document with Tutor 
Publisher.

3 Select Desk Manuals.

4 Select Print Manual and/or Save Table of Contents.

If Publisher detects that the index is out of synchronization because documents 
have been published since the last index build, it will display a warning.

A list of job titles appears.

This list represents all the of job titles that are associated with documents in the 
Tutor index.
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5 Select one or more job titles.

To select multiple job titles, click the appropriate job titles while holding down the 
[Ctrl] key. 

Note: You cannot change the Document Types selections. Publisher does not 
provide the option to exclude certain document types from desk manuals.

The option for creating all desk manuals is useful during implementation, but may 
not be appropriate beyond that point.

6 Select the appropriate output options.

– Select Print if you want to print the entire desk manual.

– Select Save (TOC Only) if you want to save the desk manual cover page and 
table of contents to a Word file.

These options are not mutually exclusive. You may select one or both.

7 Click OK.

A confirmation screen appears, showing you a list of all the documents that will be 
included in the desk manual, the estimated size of the manual, and the file name 
that will be assigned to the manual.
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Publisher will also tell you when there is no desk manual associated with the 
selected job title. This means that the selected job title is associated only with 
courseware documents.

To print the table of contents as shown on this screen, click the Print TOC button.

The Print TOC button does not print the desk manual cover page and table of 
contents; it prints only the list of documents as they appear on this screen.

If you selected multiple job titles, click OK to view each confirmation screen in 
turn.

8 Click OK to begin printing the desk manual or manuals.

If you selected the option for double-sided printing, Publisher prints a single-sided 
manual with mirror margins, or margins that are flipped on all even-numbered 
pages. This allows you to create double-sided manuals when you photocopy. The 
option for double-sided printing does not affect the source document; it only 
affects the format of the printed document. If you would like the printed document 
to actually print double-sided as opposed to printing a one-sided master, your 
printer must allow double-sided printing, and you must set the option to print 
double-sided in the printer option BEFORE you print any document with Tutor 
Publisher.

If you selected the Save option, Publisher saves the desk manual cover page and 
table of contents to a Word file in the Desk Manual directory. The location of this 
directory is specified under Tools/Configuration options.
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If you selected the Save option and cleared the Print option, Publisher saves the 
table of contents without printing.

Publisher displays a message when it is finished generating manuals.
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To Print a Saved Table of Contents

1 Select Desk Manuals.

2 Select Print Table of Contents.

3 Select the desk manual or manuals.

You can select multiple desk manuals.

4 Click OK.

Publisher opens Word and then prints the selected desk manual tables of contents.

5 Exit Publisher.

To View a Saved Table of Contents

1 Select Desk Manuals.

2 Select View Table of Contents.

3 Select the desk manual.

4 Click OK.

Publisher opens Word and the file containing the table of contents.

5 Select File/Print if you want to print the table of contents at this point.

6 Exit Word.

7 Exit Publisher.
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Creating an Online Desk Manual

In the Tutor environment, the online desk manual is a hyperlinked document 
containing only the desk manual table of contents. A user who opens the online desk 
manual jumps from the table of contents to any of the documents that it references.

Important: The following tasks assume that the Tutor documents, to which the desk 
manual table of contents refers, have been converted to HTML format and that they 
reside in the HTML directory. For more information, refer to Publishing Tutor 
Documents [INS1064A].

1 Open Tutor Publisher.

2 Select Desk Manuals.

3 Select Create On-Line Desk Manual. 

If Publisher detects that the index is out of synchronization because documents 
have been published since the last index build, it will display a warning.

A list of job titles appears.

4 Select one or more job titles.

To select multiple job titles, click the appropriate job titles while holding down the 
Ctrl key. 

Note: You cannot change the Document Types selections. Publisher does not 
provide the option of excluding certain document types from desk manuals.

5 Click OK.
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A confirmation screen appears, showing you a list of all the documents that will be 
linked to the desk manual table of contents, as well as the file name that will be 
given to the online desk manual.

Note: If you selected multiple job titles, clicking OK displays each confirmation 
screen in turn.

Publisher will also tell you when there is no desk manual associated with the 
selected job title. This means that the selected job title is a document owner only or 
that the selected job title is associated only with courseware documents.

The Statistics region displays the number of documents in the file.

To print the table of contents as it appears on this screen, click the Print TOC 
button.

The Print TOC button does not print the table of contents as it will appear online; 
rather, it prints the information on this screen.

6 Click OK.

Publisher creates the table of contents for the specified desk manual, converts the 
table of contents into an HTML document, and saves the document in a folder in 
the HTML directory.

The path for the HTML directory is specified under Tools/HTML Options.

7 Exit Publisher.
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Creating an On-Line Desk Manual Index

You also have the option of creating an online desk manual index. This file lists all of 
the job roles. You can click on a specific job role to link directly to the desk manual 
table of contents. A user who opens the online desk manual jumps from the table of 
contents to any of the documents that it references.

1 Open Tutor Publisher.

2 Select Desk Manuals.

3 Select Create On-Line Desk Manual Index. 

If Publisher detects that the index is out of synchronization because documents 
have been published since the last index build, it will display a warning.

A list of job titles appears.

4 The Page Title field defaults to “Desk Manual Index.” You can change this title to 
match your specific needs. This field is limited to 40 characters.

Notice the Statistics region shows the number of job titles that will be included in 
the on-line desk manual index.

5 Click OK.

Publisher creates the online desk manual index and converts it to an HTML 
document. The document is saved with the file name specified in the Page Title 
field and will reside in a folder in the HTML directory.
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6 Click on any of the job titles for which a desk manual has been created.

You will be linked to the table of contents for that desk manual and will be able to 
access any of the documents in the desk manual.
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Printing Owner Manuals

Publisher includes an option for compiling and printing owner manuals. An owner 
manual is a compilation of documents based on the ownership statements contained in 
those documents. For example, all documents that list Director of Materials as their 
owner are included in the Director of Materials Owner Manual.

The owner manual includes all document types, including training documents. It also 
includes a cover page and a table of contents. The cover page shows the owner’s job 
title, plus the company name. The company name is picked up from the 
Tools/Configuration Options screen.

Publisher also includes an option for generating only the table of contents for an owner 
manual. This may be useful in an environment where documents are available for 
electronic viewing or where existing owner manuals are updated as part of the 
document update process. Refer to Updating Tutor Manual [PRO1257A].

1 Open Tutor Publisher.

2 Select single-sided or double-sided printing.

In Tutor documents, the left margin is wider than the right. If you are using double-
sided printing, the margins on even-numbered pages need to be “flipped” so that 
they mirror the odd-numbered pages. 

– Select Tools/Configuration Options.

– Select (or clear) the option for double-sided printing, as appropriate.

– Click OK.

The option for double-sided printing does not affect the source document; it only 
affects the format of the printed document. If you would like the printed document 
to actually print double-sided as opposed to printing a one-sided master, your 
printer must allow double-sided printing, and you must set the option to print 
double-sided in the printer option BEFORE you print any document with Tutor 
Publisher.

3 Select Owner Manuals.

4 Select Print Manual and/or Save Table of Contents.

If Publisher detects that the index is out of synchronization because documents 
have been published since the last index build, it will display a warning.

A list of job titles appears.

This list represents all the of job titles that are associated with documents in the 
Tutor index.
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5 Select one or more job titles.

To select multiple job titles, click the appropriate job titles while holding down the 
[Ctrl] key. 

Note: You can change the Document Types selections. 

The option for creating all owner manuals is useful during implementation, but 
may not be appropriate beyond that point.

6 Select the appropriate output options.

– Select Print if you want to print the entire owner manual.

– Select Save (TOC Only) if you want to save the owner manual cover page and 
table of contents to a Word file.

These options are not mutually exclusive. You may select one or both.

7 Click OK.

A confirmation screen appears, showing you a list of all the documents that will be 
included in the owner manual, the estimated size of the manual, and the file name 
that will be assigned to the manual. 

Publisher will also tell you when there is no owner manual associated with the 
selected job title.
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To print the table of contents as shown on this screen, click the Print TOC button. 

The Print TOC button does not print the owner manual cover page and table of 
contents; it prints only the list of documents as they appear on this screen.

If you selected multiple job titles, click OK to view each confirmation screen in 
turn.

8 Click OK to begin printing the owner manuals.

If you selected the option for double-sided printing, Publisher prints a manual with 
mirror margins, or margins that are flipped on all even-numbered pages. The 
option for double-sided printing does not affect the source document; it only 
affects the format of the printed document. If you would like the printed document 
to actually print double-sided as opposed to printing a one-sided master, your 
printer must allow double-sided printing, and you must set the option to print 
double-sided in the printer option BEFORE you print any document with Tutor 
Publisher.

If you selected the Save option, Publisher saves the owner manual cover page and 
table of contents to a Word file in the Owner Manual directory. The location of this 
directory is specified under Tools/Configuration Options.
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If you selected the Save option and cleared the Print option, Publisher saves the 
table of contents without printing.

Publisher displays a message when it is finished generating manuals.
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To Print a Saved Table of Contents

1 Select Owner Manuals.

2 Select Print Table of Contents.

3 Select the owner manuals.

You can select multiple owner manuals.

4 Click OK.

Publisher opens Word and then prints the selected owner manual tables of 
contents.

5 Exit Publisher.

To View a Saved Table of Contents

1 Select Owner Manuals.

2 Select View Table of Contents.

3 Select the owner manual.

4 Click OK.

Publisher opens Word and the file containing the table of contents.

5 Select File/Print if you want to print the table of contents at this point.

6 Exit Word.

7 Exit Publisher.
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Creating Student Guides

A student guide is a compilation of training documents that focus on a particular 
subject. The subject may be a skill or a concept, such as requisitioning, or it may be a 
job title, such as Buyer. 

The education overview, the EDU document, provides the script from which the 
student guide is built. Where the EDU provides a complete overview of a single topic 
or function—including references to navigation instructions, labs, and procedures—
the student guide comprises the EDU and all of the documents it references. For 
example, suppose EDU9999Z contains references to the following documents:

• NAV9001Z

• NAV9004Z

• LABS9505Z

The student guide created from EDU9999Z will comprise the education overview, 
plus the documents listed above, inserted at the point where they are referenced.

If EDU9999 includes a reference to a procedure, the procedure’s flowchart is inserted 
at the point of the reference.

If the subject of a training class is broad in scope, a student guide may be built from 
multiple education overviews. This is accomplished by way of a curriculum. A 
curriculum is simply a higher-level script—it specifies the relevant education 
overviews, which in turn provide scripts for building the student guide. The 
curriculum allows the Course Developer to mix and match EDUs in creating custom 
training courses.

The completed student guide includes a cover page and a table of contents. If the 
student guide is built from a single EDU, the title of the student guide is the same as in 
the EDU. If the student guide is built from a curriculum, the title on the student guide is 
the same as the curriculum title.
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The Work Flow for Creating Student Guides

Because the Course Developers are responsible for determining the need for and the 
content of student guides, the Document Controller does not initiate the creation of 
student guides; rather, the Document Controller responds to requests from the Course 
Developers. These requests comprise four types:

1 Requests to publish courseware documents (education overviews, labs, and 
curriculum documents)

2 Requests to create curriculum documents by job title

3 Requests to create student guides

4 Requests to print student guides

The publication of courseware documents is covered in “Publishing Documents.” The 
other three types of requests are covered in the following sections.

For complete information on the student guide work flow, refer to:

• Building a Student Guide by Job Title [PRO1217A]

• Building a Student Guide by Topic [PRO1218A]
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Creating Curriculum Documents by Job Title

In order to create a student guide that is targeted for a specific job title, the Course 
Developer must first identify and then evaluate all of the education overviews that are 
associated with that job title. This is accomplished by creating a curriculum by job 
title.

The curriculum-by-job-title document is automatically generated by Publisher, based 
on the information in the Tutor index. Publisher associates education overviews with a 
specific job title by reading the Distribution list in each overview. It then compiles the 
list of related education overviews into a curriculum document.

The resulting curriculum serves two purposes:

• It is used by the Course Developer to evaluate and fine-tune the contents of the 
proposed student guide.

• It is the script used by Publisher to generate the student guide. Refer to Building a 
Student Guide by Job Title [PRO1217A].

Note: If a Course Developer is creating a student guide by topic, the relevant 
education overviews are identified manually. Moreover, the curriculum that serves as 
the script for creating the student guide is also created manually by the Course 
Developers. In other words, Publisher is not used to create a curriculum by topic. 
Refer to Building a Student Guide by Topic [PRO1218A].

1 Open Tutor Publisher.

2 Select Curriculum.

3 Select Create and Save Curriculum by Job Title.

If Publisher detects that the index is out of synchronization because documents 
have been published since the last index build, it will display a warning.
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4 Select the job title.

You may select more than one job title.

5 Click OK.

Publisher displays a confirmation screen, which shows the contents of the 
curriculum—that is, the education overviews that are associated with this job title.
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Publisher displays a message if there are no education overviews associated with 
the job title.

The Statistics region displays the number of chapters in the curriculum.

If you selected multiple job titles, clicking on OK displays each confirmation 
screen in turn.

6 Note the file name that will be assigned to the curriculum documents.

If you are regenerating a curriculum at the request of the Course Developer, the 
updated curriculum will have a different file name than the original.

Curriculum documents created by Publisher are automatically assigned the next 
available file name in the format CUR#####. Curriculum documents created by 
Course Developers are manually assigned file names using the same format. 
Consequently, it is important that the Document Controller log all curriculum file 
names on the File Name Assignment Log.

7 Click OK to build the curriculum.

Publisher creates the curriculum document and saves it to the Tutor/Draft/
Cur directory

8 Exit Publisher.
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Creating Student Guides

1 Open Tutor Publisher.

2 Select Student Guides.

3 Select Create and Save Student Guide.

If Publisher detects that the index is out of synchronization because documents 
have been published since the last index build, it will display a warning.

Publisher displays a list of current education overviews and curriculum 
documents.

4 Select the document that will serve as the “script” for the student guide.

Select either a curriculum document or an education overview, depending on the 
nature of the request.

Selecting multiple education overviews will produce multiple student guides. If 
the Course Developer wants to build a single student guide from multiple 
education overviews, he or she must use a curriculum.

5 Click OK.

Publisher displays a confirmation screen, showing you the education overview or 
the curriculum that is about to be expanded into a student guide.
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The region at the right-hand side of the window displays information for the 
source document only, not to the final student guide.

6 Click OK.

If a Student Guide is created from an Education Overview, Publisher builds the student 
guide and saves the document as a Word file in the Tutor/Manuals/Student 
Guide directory. 

If a Student Guide is created from a Curriculum, Publisher builds one Word file for 
each chapter and a Word file for the table of contents. The Word files are saved in the 
Tutor/Manuals/Student Guide directory. 

The student guide contains all of the material specified in the education overviews 
except the distribution and ownership sections of each document. These sections are 
dropped during the build process.
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Viewing Student Guides

Once a Student Guide has been created, you may view it online.

1 Open Publisher.

2 Select Student Guides.

3 Select View Student Guide.

4 Choose the directory and file name of the Student Guide you wish to view.

Note: If the Student Guide consists of more than one chapter, you can view any of the 
other chapters by selecting File/Open from the Word menu.

5 Click Open.

The Student Guide l appears online.
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Printing Student Guides

Once the Course Developer reviews and edits the student guide file, he or she will 
request a final printed version of the guide. 

Note: Student guides should always be printed through Publisher, even if the Course 
Developer has access to the student guide file through Tutor Author.

1 Open Publisher.

2 Select the option for double-sided printing.

In Tutor documents, the left margin is wider than the right. For double-sided 
printing, the margins on even-numbered pages need to be “flipped” so that they 
mirror the odd-numbered pages. In addition, blank pages need to be inserted so 
that chapters always begin on an odd-numbered page.

– Select Tools/Configuration Options.

– Select Double Sided printing.

– Click OK.

The option for double-sided printing does not affect the source document; it only 
affects the format of the printed document. If you would like the printed document 
to actually print double-sided as opposed to printing a one-sided master, your 
printer must allow double-sided printing, and you must set the option to print 
double-sided in the printer option BEFORE you print any document with Tutor 
Publisher.

3 Select Student Guides.

4 Select Print Student Guide.

5 Select the title that corresponds to the student guide.

6 Click OK.
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Publisher prints a single-sided manual with mirror margins—margins that are flipped 
on all even-numbered pages—and blank pages where appropriate. This allows you to 
create double-sided manuals when you photocopy. The option for double-sided 
printing does not affect the source document; it only affects the format of the 
printed document. If you would like the printed document to actually print double-
sided as opposed to printing a one-sided master, your printer must allow double-
sided printing, and you must set the option to print double-sided in the printer 
option BEFORE you print any document with Tutor Publisher.

Once you have printed the final student guide, it is recommended that you move the 
entire folder from the Student Guide directory into an archive directory, perhaps 
identified by Course Developer name.
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Document Format Requirements
In order for Publisher to build a comprehensive index, the Tutor documents from 
which the index is derived must meet certain criteria. This section defines the criteria 
(format and/or content) required for each document type.

Some of the requirements apply to all document types. These requirements are listed 
below.

1 All files must reflect standard file names, according to the following conventions:

– The file name must be limited to eight characters.

– The file name must begin with three alpha characters reflecting document type.

PRO (Procedures)

NAV (Navigation Instructions)

INS (Instructions)

FOR (Forms)

COD (Coding Conventions)

REF (Reference Documents)

EDU (Education Overviews)

LAB (Labs)

CUR (Curriculum Documents)

2 The document must be attached to AUTHOR.DOT and saved using Author.

3 The document title and effective date must be specified under Author/Document 
Properties.

4 The footer format must be defined by way of the Author/Header Footer option.

Note: The standard Tutor footer is predefined for all model documents.
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Procedure

The following are the formatting rules that apply to each section of a procedure. 

Note: These rules focus only on the requirements for building a Publisher index. For a 
complete discussion of procedure writing rules, refer to Writing a Procedure 
[INS1050A].

General

1 The file name must begin with PRO and must be limited to eight characters.

2 The document must be attached to AUTHOR.DOT and saved using Author.

3 The document title and effective date are specified under Author/Document 
Properties.

4 A standard footer is used, as defined in the Author/Header Footer option.

5 References to other documents are italicized with the document title followed by a 
bracketed file name. For example:

Adding a Process Document [PRO1215A]

Introduction

1 Section titles in the introduction are formatted using the Section Title paragraph 
style.

2 The introduction includes, at a minimum, a Distribution and an Ownership section.

3 The Distribution section:

– Includes at least one job title

– Specifies one job title per line, or per paragraph

4 The Ownership section specifies a job title using the standard wording:

“The Job Title is responsible for ….”

5 Each policy statement:

– Appears under the Policy section title

– Appears in its own paragraph, formatted in Body Text style

– Includes boldface text indicating the subject of the policy

– Reflects the List Bullet style for all bulleted paragraphs

This rule does not affect the index build but rather your ability to generate the 
Policy to Procedure report.
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6 Each responsibility statement:

– Appears under the Responsibility section title

– Appears in its own paragraph, formatted in Body Text style

– Reflects the List Bullet style for all bulleted paragraphs

– Specifies the job title using the standard wording:
“The Job Title is responsible for….”

This rule does not affect the index build but rather your ability to generate the Job 
Title to Responsibility report.

7 The Introduction is followed by a page break.

8 The Task 1 style is not used anywhere in the introduction.

Activity Preface

This section is required if a generic actor is used in the task segment. A generic actor 
(for example, Requestor) may be used when multiple job roles are associated with a 
task. If the Activity Preface is required, it must meet the following criteria.

1 The Activity Preface follows the introduction.

2 The section title Activity Preface is formatted with the Section Title style.

3 Generic job title definitions are formatted with the Body Text and List Bullet styles 
and conform to the following wording:

The job title Generic Actor refers to the following:

– Job Title

– Job Title

– Job Title

The following is an example of what the Generic Actor section would look like in the 
Activity Preface:

The job title Requestor refers to the following:

– Buyer

– Facility Manager

– Production Control Planner

This section can also be used to describe the trigger or circumstance that initiates the 
activity.
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Task Segment

1 The task segment specifies at least one actor and includes at least one primary task 
(Task 1 paragraph).

2 Primary tasks are numbered sequentially.

3 Actors are formatted using the Actor paragraph style.

4 When more than one actor is associated with a task: 

A generic actor may be used or the job titles may be listed in a series, separated by 
commas, the word and, the word or, or any combination of these:

5 Primary tasks are formatted using the Task 1 style.

6 The Task 1 style is not used for anything other than primary tasks.

7 All generic job titles are defined in the Activity Preface.

8 System references (references to software applications):

– Are formatted using the Box Text style

– Specify the application or module name in the first line

– Specify the screen name in the last line

– Include the correct navigation arrow symbol, that is, the symbol inserted by 
Author when the N—> button is clicked

9 The task segment begins with a task. (Directives do not precede task #1.)

10 The task segment ends with an “End of activity” directive.

The only text that may follow an End directive are Goto directives that point to 
other documents.

Stockroom Clerk, Shipping Clerk, Receiving Clerk

Stockroom Clerk, Shipping Clerk, and Receiving Clerk

Stockroom Clerk or Shipping Clerk or Receiving Clerk

Stockroom Clerk, Shipping Clerk, or Receiving Clerk
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Navigation Instruction

For Publisher to correctly analyze a navigation instruction, it must conform to the 
following criteria.

1 The file name must begin with NAV and must be limited to eight characters.

2 The document must be attached to AUTHOR.DOT and saved using Author.

3 The document title and effective date are specified under Author/Document 
Properties.

4 A standard footer is used, as defined in the Author/Header Footer option.

5 A Distribution section and an Ownership section:

– Are included on the first page of the document

– Include section titles formatted in the Section Title style

6 The Distribution section:

– Includes at least one job title

– Specifies one job title per line, or per paragraph

7 The Ownership section specifies a job title using the standard wording:

“The Job Title is responsible for ….”

8 Instruction text begins on the page following Distribution and Ownership, usually 
page 2 of the document.

9 Page 2, or the page where the instruction begins, includes a page title that:

– Matches the title of the document

– Is formatted using the Page Title style

Ideally, this should be set up as a field so that the page title always matches the 
document title.

10 System references (references to software applications):

– Are formatted using the Box Text style

– Specify the application or module name in the first line

– Specify the screen name in the last line

– Reflect the correct navigation arrow symbol, that is, the symbol inserted by 
Author when the N—> button is clicked

11 References to other documents are italicized with the document title followed by a 
bracketed file name. For example:

Adding a Process Document [PRO1215A]
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12 Graphics are:

– Formatted using the Normal or Table style

– Followed by one blank line (paragraph), which is formatted in a style that is 
different from the style used for the graphic

For a complete discussion of the rules relating to this document type, refer to Writing a 
Navigation Instruction [INS1055A].
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Instruction

Publisher analyzes procedures and work instructions the same way. Therefore, the 
formatting rules that apply to procedures also apply to work instructions.

For a complete discussion of the rules relating to this document type, refer to Writing 
an Instruction [INS1051A].

General

1 The file name must begin with INS and must be limited to eight characters.

2 The document must be attached to AUTHOR.DOT and saved using Author.

3 The document title and effective date are specified under Author/Document 
Properties.

4 A standard footer is used, as defined in the Author/Header Footer option.

5 References to other documents are italicized with the document title followed by a 
bracketed file name. For example:

Adding a Process Document [PRO1215A]

Introduction

1 Section titles in the introduction are formatted using the Section Title paragraph 
style.

2 The introduction includes, at a minimum, a Distribution and an Ownership section.

3 The Distribution section:

– Includes at least one job title

– Specifies one job title per line, or per paragraph

4 The Ownership section specifies a job title using the standard wording:

“The Job Title is responsible for ….”

5 The Introduction is followed by a page break.

6 The Task 1 style is not used anywhere in the introduction.

Activity Preface

This section is required if a generic actor is used in the task segment. A generic actor 
(for example, Requestor) may be used when multiple job roles are associated with a 
task. If the Activity Preface is required, it must meet the following criteria.

1 The Activity Preface follows the introduction.

2 The section title Activity Preface is formatted with the Section Title style.
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3 Generic job title definitions are formatted with the Body Text and List Bullet styles 
and conform to the following wording:

The job title Generic Actor refers to the following:

• Job Title

• Job Title

• Job Title

The following is an example of what the Generic Actor section would look like in the 
Activity Preface:

The job title Requestor refers to the following:

• Buyer

• Facility Manager

• Production Control Planner

This section can also be used to describe the trigger or circumstance that initiates the 
activity.

Task Segment

1 The task segment specifies the actor and includes at least one primary task.

2 Primary tasks are numbered sequentially.

3 The actor is formatted using the Actor paragraph style.

4 When more than one actor is associated with the instruction: 

A generic actor may be used or the job titles may be listed in a series, separated by 
commas, the word and, the word or, or any combination of these:

5 Primary tasks are formatted using the Task 1 style.

6 The Task 1 style is not used for anything other than primary tasks.

7 If a generic actor is used, it is defined in the Activity Preface.

8 System references (references to software applications):

Stockroom Clerk, Shipping Clerk, Receiving Clerk

Stockroom Clerk, Shipping Clerk, and Receiving Clerk

Stockroom Clerk or Shipping Clerk or Receiving Clerk

Stockroom Clerk, Shipping Clerk, or Receiving Clerk
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– Are formatted using the Box Text style

– Specify the application or module name in the first line

– Specify the screen name or file name in the last line

– Reflect the correct navigation arrow symbol, that is, the symbol inserted by 
Author when the N—> button is clicked

9 The task segment begins with a task. (Directives do not precede task #1.)

10 The task segment ends with an End of activity directive.

The only text that may follow an End directive are Goto directives that point to 
other documents.
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Form Abstract

For Publisher to correctly analyze a form abstract, it must conform to the following 
criteria.

1 The file name must begin with FOR and must be limited to eight characters.

2 The document is attached to AUTHOR.DOT and has been saved using Author.

3 The document title and effective date are specified under Author/Document 
Properties.

4 A standard footer is used, as defined in the Author/Header Footer option.

5 A Distribution section and an Ownership section:

– Are included on the first page of the document

– Include section titles formatted in the Section Title style

6 The Distribution section:

– Includes at least one job title

– Specifies one job title per line, or per paragraph

7 The Ownership section specifies a job title using the standard wording:

“The Job Title is responsible for ….”

8 References to other documents are italicized with the document title followed by a 
bracketed file name. For example:

Adding a Process Document [PRO1215A]

For a complete discussion of the rules relating to this document type, refer to Writing a 
Form Abstract [INS1056A].
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Reference Document

For Publisher to correctly analyze a reference document, it must conform to the 
following criteria.

1 The file name must begin with REF and must be limited to eight characters.

2 The document is attached to AUTHOR.DOT and has been saved using Author.

3 The document title and effective date are specified under Author/Document 
Properties.

4 A standard footer is used, as defined in the Author/Header Footer option.

5 A Distribution section and an Ownership section:

– Are included on the first page of the document

– Include section titles formatted in the Section Title style

6 The Distribution section:

– Includes at least one job title

– Specifies one job title per line, or per paragraph

7 The Ownership section specifies a job title using the standard wording:

“The Job Title is responsible for ….”

8 References to other documents are italicized with the document title followed by a 
bracketed file name. For example:

Adding a Process Document [PRO1215A]

9 Graphics are: 

– Formatted using the Normal or Table style

– Followed by one blank line (paragraph), which is formatted in a style that is 
different from the style used for the graphic

Note: For a complete discussion of the rules relating to this document type, refer to 
Writing a Reference Document [INS1057A].
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Coding Convention

For Publisher to correctly analyze a coding convention, it must conform to the 
following criteria.

1 The file name must begin with COD and must be limited to eight characters.

2 The document is attached to AUTHOR.DOT and has been saved using Author.

3 The document title and effective date are specified under Author/Document 
Properties.

4 A standard footer is used, as defined in the Author/Header Footer option.

5 A Distribution section and an Ownership section:

– Are included on the first page of the document

– Include section titles formatted in the Section Title style

6 The Distribution section:

– Includes at least one job title

– Specifies one job title per line, or per paragraph

7 The Ownership section specifies a job title using the standard wording:

“The Job Title is responsible for ….”

8 System references (references to software applications):

– Are formatted using the Box Text style

– Specify the application or module name in the first line

– Specify the screen name or file name in the last line

– Reflect the correct navigation arrow symbol, that is, the symbol inserted by 
Author when the N—> button is clicked

9 References to other documents are italicized with the document title followed by a 
bracketed file name. For example:

Adding a Process Document [PRO1215A]
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Education Overview

For Publisher to correctly analyze an education overview, it must conform to the 
following criteria.

1 The file name must begin with EDU and must be limited to eight characters

2 The document is attached to AUTHOR.DOT and has been saved using Author.

3 The document title and effective date are specified under Author/Document 
Properties.

4 A standard footer is used, as defined in the Author/Header Footer option.

5 A Distribution section, an Ownership section, and a Section Objectives section:

– Are included on the first page of the document

– Include section titles formatted in the Section Title style

6 The Distribution section:

– Includes at least one job title

– Specifies one job title per line, or per paragraph

7 The Ownership section specifies a job title using the standard wording:

“The Job Title is responsible for ….”

8 The title of the education overview appears:

– On the cover page, formatted in the Chapter Title style

– On page 1, formatted with the Page Title style

This is the page that includes distribution, ownership, and section objectives.

9 The document text and graphics begin on page 2, or on the page following the 
introduction.

10 Each page in the education overview begins with a page title, formatted in the Page 
Title style.

This style includes a page break as part of its format.

11 Graphics are:

– Formatted using the Normal or Table style

– Followed by one blank line (paragraph), which is formatted in a style that is 
different from the style used for the graphic
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12 Each document reference is properly formatted; that is, the reference:

– Begins with the phrase “refer to”

– Appears in its own paragraph

– Is formatted in bold

– Includes both the document title and file name, set in italics

– Shows the file name in brackets

13 When referencing lab documents that contain multiple labs, the reference must 
include the specific lab number and lab title, as well as the document name and file 
name.

Examples of Document References

A reference to one or two documents is formatted as follows.

Refer to Navigation Instruction Title [NAV#####].

Refer to Lab #: Lab Title in Lab Document Title [LAB#####].

Note that the entire reference is italics.

If three or more references are listed in one place, the following format is used.

Refer to:

• Procedure Title [PRO#####]

• Navigation Instruction Title [NAV#####]

• Lab #: Lab Title in Lab Document Title [LAB#####]

Notice that the format above requires a colon (:) after the Refer to and a bulleted list of 
documents.

For a complete discussion of the rules relating to this document type, refer to Writing a 
Education Overview [INS1052A].
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Curriculum

For Publisher to correctly read a curriculum, it must conform to the following criteria.

1 The file name must begin with CUR and must be limited to eight characters.

2 The document is attached to AUTHOR.DOT and has been saved using Author.

3 The document title is specified under Author/Document Properties.

4 A standard footer is used, as defined in the Author/Header Footer option.

5 The list of education overviews:

– Is formatted in Body Text style

– Includes one reference to an EDU per line

– Specifies the document title and file name, with the file name in brackets

– Does not need to be formatted in bold or italics

For example:

Managing Supply Base [EDU0100A]

Creating Purchase Orders [EDU0105A]

Maintaining Purchase Orders [EDU0106A]

For a complete discussion of the rules relating to this document type, refer to Creating 
a Curriculum [INS1053A].
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Labs

For Publisher to correctly analyze a lab, it must conform to the following criteria.

1 The file name must begin with LAB and must be limited to eight characters.

2 The document is attached to AUTHOR.DOT and has been saved using Author.

3 The document title and effective date are specified under Author/Document 
Properties.

4 A standard footer is used, as defined in the Author/Header Footer option.

5 A Distribution section and an Ownership section:

– Are included on the first page of the document

– Include section titles formatted in the Section Title style

6 The Distribution section:

– Includes at least one job title

– Specifies one job title per line, or per paragraph

7 The Ownership section specifies a job title using the standard wording:

“The Job Title is responsible for ….”

8 The document title:

– Appears on a cover page, formatted in Chapter Title style

– Appears at the top of page 1, formatted in Page Title style (This is the page that 
includes distribution and ownership.)

– Appears at the top of page 2 if the lab document comprises a single lab

9 The lab text begins on page 2.

10 Each distinct lab and lab solution begins with a page title, formatted in Page Title 
style.

11 If the lab document includes more than one lab, the lab number must be indicated 
in the page title. For example:

Lab 1: Additions Process

This allows you to reference specific labs in your Education Overviews.

12 Each solution page must reflect the same title as its corresponding lab.

Lab 1: Additions Process

Lab 1 Solutions: Additions Process

For a complete discussion of the rules relating to this document type, refer to Writing a 
Lab [INS1054A].
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Maintaining the Employee Table
When you build a desk manual, you build it by job title—for example, the Buyer Desk 
Manual. When you print a desk manual for distribution, however, you not only need to 
know which manual to print but how many. In other words, you need to know how 
many employees have the job title Buyer. Additionally, you need to determine the 
corresponding manager, because desk manual distribution is always done by way of 
the department manager. 

Publisher includes a manually maintained Employee Table to help answer these kinds 
of questions. The Employee Table is a Word document, formatted as a table, that 
contains three columns: job title, employee name, and manager.

Job Title

This column identifies valid Tutor job titles. These job titles should be consistent with 
the job titles used throughout the Tutor documents. 

Employee Name

This column contains the employee names that correspond to each job title. These 
names are formatted:

Last name, First name

Manager

This column identifies the manager of each employee by the job title. It is 
recommended that you use the manager’s job title in this column, although you can 
also use the manager’s name if you prefer.

To Update the Employee Table

1 Open Publisher.

2 Select Index.

3 Select Update Employee Index.

Publisher opens Word and then the employee table.

4 Update the table.

5 Print and save the table.

6 Exit Word.

A copy of the current employee table should be kept with your other Tutor reports.
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The Tutor Language Tables
Tutor relies on the use of key words and phrases in order to create flowcharts, update 
distribution lists, building manuals, and create reports. For example, Tutor will create 
a diamond flowchart symbol when it encounters a conditional directive that begins 
with the word “If.”

These key words and phrases are maintained in the Tutor Language Tables. The 
Language Tables can be updated by the user and are primarily used for:

• Maintaining translations in different languages.

• Recognizing job titles from context 

• Recognizing and printing custom translations for key words and phrases

Tutor uses three language tables:

All of the language tables contain similar entries and must be kept in synch. That is, if 
an entry is updated in one table, it must also be updated in the other two tables. Both of 
the Language.rul tables should be exactly the same at all times.

Language Table Structure

The Language Tables are organized into two columns. The left-hand column lists the 
key words and phrases that Tutor looks for. This is the item that is to be translated. The 
right-hand column lists the translation of each word or phrase. Only one language is 
defined at a time. 

For example, the beginning of the French table appears in this format:

File Name Location Purpose
Author.rul C:\Tutor\Author Used by Author for text entry and 

recognition (Buttons on toolbar that 
insert text into an Author document)

Language.rul C:\Tutor\Author Used by Author for flowcharting text
Language.rul C:\Tutor\Publisher Used by Publisher for text entry and 

recognition (identification of 
distribution section for building 
manuals by job title).

Language French
Scope Présentation
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Tutor identifies the beginning of a language list by looking for the word “Language.” 
The entry directly across from “Language” names the language that is being defined. 
This name will appear in the Language selection list in Publisher’s 
Tools/Configurations Options window. The key words and their translations begin on 
the next line.

Note that each key word appears on its own line and is associated with a single 
translation. If a key word or phrase has more than one valid translation, an additional 
entry is required. For example:

Based on this list, Tutor will identify both “Aller à la tâche” and “Aller” as equivalent 
to “Goto.”

The Language Tables consist of all the key words and phrases required by Tutor, and 
the entire list of terms is repeated for each language. The language tables also provide 
a template or baseline table called “Example.” This is an exact copy of the English 
(US) language table and is useful to use as a template when making minor changes to 
the default language or for constructing new languages. 

Note: If you need to make changes to the English (US) language you must create a 
new language (rather than modify the existing English (US) table), and save it to both 
the Language.rul and the Author.rul files. 

For more information on Language Table Functionality, refer to the comments at the 
beginning of the Language.rul file.

Note: All changes to the Language Tables should be done in the very early stages of 
the Tutor implementation cycle and should only be performed by the Document 
Controller.

Policy Politique
Responsibility Responsabilités
Distribution Distribution
Ownership Responsable du document

Goto Aller à la tâche
Goto Aller
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Updating the Language Table

There are two different scenarios for updating the Language Table: 

• Making a change to a foreign language

• Making a change to the English (US) language or creating a new foreign language

The following sections describe how to update the Language Table for each of the 
scenarios.

Making a Change to a Foreign Language

1 Open Language.rul using an ASCII text editor such as Windows Notepad.

The Language Table is maintained as an ASCII file located in the 
Tutor\Author and Tutor\Publish directory.

Note: Do not use Microsoft Word to update the table.

2 Scroll down to the appropriate language list.

3 Update the entries in the language list.

– Provide the appropriate translation for each key word and phrase.

– Do not alter the entries in the left column.

– Include only one translation per line.

If a key phrase has multiple translations, you will need to insert one additional line 
for each unique translation. Be sure the term in the left column remains 
unchanged. (In other words, the term in the left column should be repeated on 
multiple lines.)

– Make sure there is at least one tab between each left entry and its 
corresponding right entry.

The existing table includes two tabs between most entries; only one tab, however, 
is required.

Keep the following in mind:

– All lines that begin with a pound sign (#) are comment lines and are ignored by 
Tutor. (You may want to use comment lines to track edits to the Language 
Table.)

– All lines that begin with an asterisk (*) contain translations that will be printed. 
The translation that appears in the right-hand column will be printed exactly as 
they appear. 

– Tutor cannot recognize diacritical marks, such as an accent, umlaut, or tilde in 
the top line of the Language Table. 
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4 Save the Language Table.

– Save Language.rul to the C:\Tutor\Author directory.

– You must also save this same table to the C:\Tutor\Publish directory. 
Overwriting the existing Language.rul that exists in this directory will 
ensure that both the Author and Publisher directories contain the same 
Language.rul file.

5 Update the Author.rul file from C:\Tutor\Author as needed.

6 Exit Notepad.

Making a Change to the English (US) Language or Creating a New Foreign 
Language

1 Open Language.rul using an ASCII text editor such as Windows Notepad.

The Language Table is maintained as an ASCII file located in the Tutor\Author 
directory.

Note: Do not use Microsoft Word to update the table.

2 Scroll through the introductory material until you reach the English Example list.

3 Copy-and-paste the English Example list to the end of the document.

• Copy the entire list of terms.

• Replace the word “Example” with the name of the language.

• If you are creating a custom English list, you might want to use the word “Custom” 
or your company’s name.

4 Update the entries in the language list.

– Provide the appropriate translation for each key word and phrase.

– Do not alter the entries in the left column.

– Include only one translation per line.

If a key phrase has multiple translations, you will need to insert one additional line 
for each unique translation. Be sure the term in the left column remains 
unchanged. (In other words, the term in the left column should be repeated on 
multiple lines.)

– Make sure there is at least one tab between each left entry and its 
corresponding right entry.

The existing table includes two tabs between most entries; only one tab, however, 
is required.
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Keep the following in mind:

– All lines that begin with a pound sign (#) are comment lines and are ignored by 
Tutor. (You may wish to use comment lines to track edits to the Language 
Table.)

– All lines that begin with an asterisk (*) contain translations that will be printed. 
The translation that appears in the right-hand column will be printed exactly as 
they appear.

– Tutor cannot recognize diacritical marks, such as an accent, umlaut, or tilde in 
the top line of the Language Table. 

5 Save the Language Table.

– Save Language.rul to the C:\Tutor\Author directory.

– You must also save this same table to the C:\Tutor\Publisher directory. 
Overwriting the existing Language.rul that exists in this directory will 
ensure that both the Author and Publisher directories contain the same 
Language.rul file.

6 Update the Author.rul file from C:\Tutor\Author as needed.

7 Exit Notepad.
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Recognizing Job Titles from Context

Besides key words, the Language Tables also includes entries for specific phrases that 
are used by Tutor. The syntax (position of words within a sentence) of a phrase is 
important to Tutor because it allows Tutor to extract key elements from a text string. 
For example, Tutor relies on syntax to locate the owner of a document in a procedure’s 
Activity Preface by using the following phrase:

“The Job Title is responsible for ensuring that this document is necessary, that it 
reflects actual practice, and that it supports corporate policy.”

Tutor recognizes that “Job Title” is the document owner because “Job Title” is located 
between the word “The” and the word “is.” That is, the position of the each word in 
this sentence is critical. Tutor expects:

<article><owner job title ><is><responsible><for>

When searching for owner job title definitions, therefore, Tutor requires two types of 
information: the translation of each word or phrase and the position of those words in 
the sentence.

These entries appear in the English (US) language table as:

The first line defines the syntax—the position (rather than the translation) of each 
word. This entry is then followed by the specific translations of each word or phrase. 
All syntax entries appear in the left column with brackets.

In Dutch, the entries might appear in this format:

These entries indicate that the syntax for the owner job title definition is different for 
Dutch and for English.

Note: For more detailed information on how to update these context rules, refer to the 
comments at the beginning of the Language.rul file.

<owner> <article><owner job title ><is><responsible><for>
<article> the
<is> is
<responsible> responsible
<for> for

<owner> <article><owner job title><is><for><responsible>
<article> de
<is> is
<responsible> verantwoordelijk
<for> ervoor
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Reducing Error Messages with Language Tables

The Language Tables include several entries designed to reduce the error messages 
generated by Publisher. These entries translate the various ways in which task numbers 
are typed.

The left column indicates the item being translated; the right column indicates the 
different ways in which users type task numbers. 

This technique may be used to accommodate other commonly made typing errors. 
However, keep in mind that the Language Tables merely provide a translation; they do 
not correct the error. Consequently, you should not use the Language Tables to 
accommodate errors that must be corrected in the source document.

Language Example
Task # Task #
Task # Task#
Task # Tasks #
Task # Tasks#
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Supporting Foreign-Language Documents

Publisher is designed to work with documents written in single-byte languages other 
than English. (A single-byte language only requires 256 characters).

To Create Tutor Documents in a Language Not Supported by Tutor

1 Update Publisher’s Language Tables to reflect your foreign-language 
requirements. If your documents are written in a language not supported by the 
existing Language Tables, update the tables to include a new language list. Refer to 
“Updating the Language Table.” 

2 Create a new set of document skeletons in the new language by editing the existing 
skeletons. Document skeletons are found in Tutor/Author/Doc Types.

3 Create a new directory under Tutor/Author/Doc Types for the new 
language. This directory must be exactly the same as the language name entry in 
the Language Tables.

4 Save the new skeletons in the directory created in step #3.
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Error Messages
If you encounter an error message when you are creating an index, Publisher will 
display a message describing the problem. The error message will indicate which 
document is causing the problem and what the problem is. 

To Correct the Problem

1 Copy the errant files from its Final directory to its Draft directory.

2 Open Author and the file.

3 Correct the error.

4 Save the document and exit Author.

5 Change your file locations so that Publisher builds the index against the Draft 
directory.

a Open Publisher.

b Select Tools/File Locations.

c Under the Final column (right-hand column) for the document type, change the 
path to Draft.

For example, if you have corrected a procedure, change the path for procedures 
from Tutor/Final/Proc to Tutor/Draft/Proc.

This path indicates the location of files to be included in the index build.

d Click OK.

6 Rebuild the index against the files that you have corrected.

7 Repeat the process until all error messages disappear.

8 Publish the corrected document files.

9 Change your file locations so that Publisher builds the index against Final 
directories.

10 Rebuild the index.
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Tips for Reducing Errors

The following tips will help you produce an error-free index.

1 The version of Word, as specified under Tools/Configuration Options, must be 
correct for your system.

2 Always renumber and reflowchart procedures when editing. This will prevent 
context sensitive map errors when creating batch HTML versions of procedures.

3 Make sure all Tutor documents are opened, edited, and saved with the same 
version of Microsoft Word.

4 Make sure that the file location paths in the File Locations fields are correct.

Tip to Improve Tutor Processing Performance

If you keep your Tutor documents on a network, and you are experiencing long 
processing times for the Index Build, Update Distribution, and Create Tutor HTML 
Files (Batch) features, you may want to copy all the Tutor documents to a local drive 
before you select these features in Publisher. Once you are finished with these 
features, you can then copy the files back to the network.

Unsolved Errors

If you encounter a persistent error or an error that cannot be identified, you should 
check your system for viruses, especially Word macro viruses such as Concept or 
Wazzu. In most cases, persistent Publisher errors are due to an undetected virus.
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Using Online Help
Publisher includes an online Help system designed to give you both general and 
context-sensitive information. Help is available in several ways:

• Select Help Contents from the menu bar in Publisher.

• Press [F1] while the Publisher application is open. This will provide context-
sensitive Help—depending on what item is selected at the time, the appropriate 
Help topic will appear when [F1] is pressed.

• Click the Help button in dialog boxes. This will provide Help appropriate for that 
particular dialog box.

Any text colored in green is a hypertext link. If you click once on the green text, you 
will jump to the screen for that topic. You can jump back to the previous topic by 
clicking on the BACK button at the top of the screen.

If you are new to Windows-based Help systems, you should open Word, select Help, 
and press [F1]. This will provide a tutorial on using a Help system.
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Installing Publisher

1. Insert the Tutor CD.  The Tutor Installations screen appears.

2. Click Tutor Publisher.

• Click Next to advance to the next screen.

The installation program first checks to see whether Publisher is already 
installed.

If Publisher is already installed, goto task #3. Otherwise, goto task #4.

3. The installation program asks if you want to install to the same directory as last 
time.

It is recommended that you do not proceed until you have determined 
whether Publisher in fact needs to be installed.

• Click Yes if you want to accept the path that is displayed.

If you accept the same path, your Publisher program files will be over-
written. In most cases, this is desirable, since a reinstallation is usually 
performed to correct a problem.

• Click No if you want to install to a different directory.

When you click No, you are given the opportunity to specify the direc-
tory through Browse.

Go to task #5.
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4. The installation program prompts for a directory in which to install Publisher. The 
default is C:\Tutor.

It is recommended that you maintain the \Tutor directory, even if you are 
changing the destination drive.

• To change the directory from the default, click Browse and type in the path.

If Publisher has already been installed to the directory that you specify, 
you will be asked if you want to delete the existing directory. Refer to 
task #5.

• Click Next once the destination path is specified.

5. The installation program determines whether the destination path is a network 
drive.

If installing to a network drive, goto task #8. Otherwise, goto task #6.

6. The installation program completes the Publisher installation 

The Publisher icon is located in Start/Programs/Tutor.

7. You should restart your computer at this point.

Your Publisher installation is complete.

8. The installation program asks if you want to install a server version of Publisher.

• Respond Yes if you want a server installation of Publisher. One or more client 
installations will be required.
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• Respond No for an installation to the network drive. 

If you select this option, only one user at a time can run Publisher on the 
network.  

If installing a server version of Publisher, goto task #11.  Otherwise, goto task 
#9.9.

9. The installation creates the following directories.

Imp
Manuals

Desk
Owner
Student Guides

Network
Publish

db
Template

Reports
Tables

Note: The central publishing group must have write privileges to the Pub-
lish directory.

10. The installation program completes the Publisher installation.

• For a complete installation, the Publisher icon is located in Start/Programs/
Tutor.

• No icon is created for a server installation.

Your Publisher installation is complete.
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11. The installation creates the following directories.

Imp
Network
Publish

Template
Tables

12. The installation program completes the Publisher installation.

No Publisher icon is created for a server installation.

Your Publisher server installation is complete.

For a Publisher Client Installation:

1. Go to the server location of the Publisher server installation.

2. Double click Setup.exe located in a directory called Client Installation.

3. Follow the install instructions which are similar to the Publisher sever install 
instructions.

4. Reboot your machine after the Client Installation is complete.

5. After rebooting there will be a Publisher Client shortcut on the desktop and a Pub-
lisher Client start menu item in Start/Programs/Tutor.  You may use either of these 
items to launch Publisher.exe which is on the network drive.

For more detailed information on installing Tutor refer to the Tutor Implementation 
User’s Manual.
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